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Field of the Invention The
invention relates to a
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a connector connecting a
wire harness to an
electrical control unit
having a flame-retardant
layer. 2. Description of
the Related Art A motor
vehicle is equipped with
an electrical control unit
(ECU) for controlling
electric equipment
mounted in the motor
vehicle, including an
engine, an airconditioning unit, a
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lighting equipment and
the like. The ECU
includes a substrate
assembly formed of two
power terminals and one
ground terminal. The
power terminals are
connected to the wire
harness, and the ground
terminal is connected to
a chassis. The ECU is
provided with a flameretardant layer at the
surface thereof, to
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prevent fire damage to
the substrate assembly.
The ECU is mounted in an
engine compartment of
the motor vehicle, where
the engine compartment
is exposed to the air, so
that the flame-retardant
layer may be gradually
peeled from the ECU by
the temperature of the
motor vehicle. The wire
harness connected to the
ECU includes a wire
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group connected to the
substrate assembly. The
wire group includes a
plurality of wires that are
connected to the power
terminals and the ground
terminal. The wire group
includes a shield wire to
prevent noise, a
grounding wire to
conduct the ground
terminal to the ground,
and a plurality of signal
wires connected to the
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power terminals. The
signal 6d1f23a050
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